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ATLANTA — With 41 seconds left in last night’s 83-74 loss to the Atlanta Hawks, Rajon Rondo [stats] lost 
control. As a result, the Celtics [team stats] point guard’s status is out of his control for tomorrow’s Game 2 of the 
first-round series.

The Celtics trailed by four points with 41 seconds remaining and nearly had caused a turnover, but Atlanta’s Josh 
Smith dove on the loose ball at the top of the key. Celtics forward Brandon Bass tried to tie up the ball, but instead 
wrapped his arms around Smith, drawing a foul call by referee Marc Davis.
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Rondo was right next to the scrum and flew off the handle when Davis made the foul call. Rondo clapped his 
hands in anger, stepped at Davis and screamed in the referee’s face to draw a technical. As Davis turned to the 
scorer’s table, Rondo followed to continue his argument.

What happened next is sure to be on an endless loop in the office of NBA disciplinarian Stu Jackson this morning. 
Rondo accidentally stepped on Davis’ foot and then followed through with a chest-bump.

The Celtics are hoping the momentary trip is enough to save Rondo from a Game 2 suspension.

“Obviously, I was upset about the call and I said some words to Marc,” Rondo said. “I deserved the first tech, and 
as I was walking I thought he stopped, my momentum carried me into him — I even think I tripped on his foot — I 
didn’t intentionally chest-bump him. But that’s what it appears to be.”

The league’s official rule allows Rondo that key piece of wiggle room, stating: “Any player or coach guilty of 
intentional physical contact with an official shall automatically be suspended without pay for one game.”

There was no further explanation provided by last night’s officiating crew, which declined to address a pool 
reporter because there was no rule clarification necessary. It will be up to Jackson to determine if the chest-bump 
was intentional, though the NBA doesn’t figure to give Rondo the benefit of the doubt considering his history.

Rondo was ejected and suspended for two games in February after throwing the ball into the chest of referee 
Sean Wright in protest of a call.

Teammate Kevin Garnett commended Rondo’s development as a leader this season, but last night could prove to 
be a costly setback for the 26-year-old.

“(Rivers) just told me to keep my composure, which I know,” Rondo said. “I was out there competing, I wanted to 
win and it just took a hold of me.”

The Celtics now must wait anxiously to find out if they’ll have the services of Rondo, who had 20 points and 11 
assists before the ejection.

“It’s out of my control,” Rondo said of his Game 2 status. “Obviously, I want to be there for my teammates, but 
other than that, I have no control right now.”
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